For decades, Jayhawks have found a home on the Hill at KU Libraries. In the beloved study carrels of Watson Library, students of all disciplines enjoy a serene study space to read, write, and research. Now, thanks to KU students in the School of Architecture & Design's Studio 509, a new iteration of upgraded carrels meet evolving student needs with modern furniture, improved lighting, and inspirational décor.

Leave your legacy at KU and secure your place in history on campus through a named study carrel — where students and visitors will find special, engraved plaques placed in each named space to recognize your gift. The incredible renovations and limited naming opportunities will live on as a library legacy for generations of Jayhawks to come.

To learn more, visit lib.ku.edu/carrels or contact Christy McWard, executive director of the Office of Communication and Advancement, at 785-864-0092 or cmcward@ku.edu.